Details on the funnel-skimmer dissociation workflow. Figure S1 . Funnel-skimmer Dissociation Workflow. Proteins are introduced into the instrument followed by selection of either intact protein or fragmentation depending on the declustering potential used (in this case the skimmer 1 voltage). Automation is discussed in more detail in the text and Figure S2 , where intact protein and fragment ion masses can be combined for ease of searching the database for protein identification. Figure S3b . Intact protein reconstructed spectrum (from all charge states) for ubiquitin is shown in Figure S3d . As the declustering potential was increased, the overall whole protein charge state envelop decreased in intensity. In the case of ubiquitin, large mass peptides and proteins ( Figure S3a and S3d) preferred lower voltage as seen with higher signal intensity. On the other hand, lower charged fragments ( Figure S3c ) appeared to prefer higher declustering potential. Depending on the protein mass, whole protein charge states began to disappear or completely diminished at declustering potential >130 V. Myoglobin, about twice the size of ubiquitin, was also investigated. Shown in Figure S4 is the myoglobin funnel-skimmer dissociation fragmentation. Myoglobin did not exactly follow the ubiquitin FSD trend where the larger the fragment, the lower the skimmer 1 voltage preferred, and vice versa. The intact myoglobin spectrum in Figure S4d illustrates that as the skimmer 1 voltage is increased, the overall whole protein charge state envelop decrease in intensity. This is analogous to what is seen for ubiquitin intact protein in Figure 3Sd [1]. The largest protein examined was BSA, with FSD fragmentation spectra shown in Figure S5 . BSA follows the trend in fragmentation with larger fragments preferring lower declustering potential and smaller fragments preferring higher voltage, in terms of fragmentation intensity at various skimmer 1 voltages. Only a 51+ peak for the intact BSA spectra is shown, and as with ubiquitin and myoglobin, increased declustering potential decreases the overall signal intensity of the protein (see Figure S5d ). Mascot-TD scores for BSA with the capillary temperature at 150C, had only one maximum score at 100 V while at 100C two maxima occurred at 100 and 120 V. The curves overlay at these two lower capillary temperatures until 110 V and higher scores resulted at the lower capillary temperatures. At 200C, a trimodal distribution with local maxima around 80, 100, and 120 V. Finally, at 240C a bimodal distribution of score versus declustering potential resulted with maxima at 90-100 V and 130 V. In the case of BSA, the higher score did not always correlate to more ion fragments observed.
Details on the effects of increased internal energy via increased capillary temperature. Examining fragmentation in the form of mapping b and y ions for the protein sequence allowed us to see where the bimodal and trimodal distributions in the Mascot-TD score were coming from. As shown in Figure S6 , the arrangement of the b and y ions indicates that the b ion retains the N-terminus, while y ions retain the carboxy (C)-terminus.
In the bottom left of the legend, the gap shown in the y ion series that is N-terminal to Asp (D) illustrates the potential sites of the movement of a mobile proton which will be described below [2, 3] . The fragmentation observed at the four capillary temperatures at a given voltage are grouped as shown from 100°C on top, down to 240°C in the bottom right of the legend.
In short, at the capillary temperatures tested (100, 150, 200, and 240C), similar fragmentation occurred. On the whole, an increase in capillary temperature did not produce an increase in fragmentation similar to that seen with NSD results as reported by Zhai et al. for the 6+ and 7+ charge states [4] . All capillary temperatures monitored were below 100°C and they observed that increased capillary heating lowered the number of y cleavages, while increasing the number of internal fragment cleavages. In contrast to their NSD results, these authors reported no effect on CAD or IRMPD (which also produce b and y ions) relative product yield with increased capillary heating in the FTMS cell when performing consecutive ion activation. With this methodology, gaseous ions that form stable tertiary structures can be prevented with capillary heating, therefore saving energy needed for unfolding. A dominant N-and C-termini fragmentation pattern for the ends of the protein is observed. Han and co-workers have noted the tertiary structure of a protein is like a "ball of spaghetti" allowing fragmentation to occur only in unraveled ends of the protein [5] . In terms of protein conformation, Li et al. reported increasing the capillary temperature increased the formation of partially folded and unfolded conformers [6] . This transition to the mainly unfolded state, dependent of charge, was shown to be just below 100°C for ubiquitin which all temperatures tested were above 100°C.
Shown in Figures
The work of Zhai et al. is closely related to this study and demonstrates an improvement in NSD with consecutive ion activation [4] . They examined several parameters including the effects of voltage gradient between the nozzle and skimmer, the skimmer-quadrupole potential, and capillary heating current. They noted NSD with capillary heating had unique advantages for MS/MS of gaseous ions that form stable tertiary structures since preventing folding saves energy that would be needed to unfold. This NSD of minimally folded ions was enhanced by capillary heating (known as prefolding dissociation) which may help with larger proteins.
However, the addition of energy by capillary heating alone lowered the number of y-ions present, while causing an increase in the number of internal fragments when proteins are in 50% organic solvent, as in the case with our study.
Myoglobin funnel-skimmer dissociation fragmentation in Figure S7 Gabelica and co-workers studied the effect of capillary temperature and source pressure on the internal energy distribution of ions [7] . At low capillary temperatures, a low-energy tail for the internal energy distribution existed when studying benzylpyridinium cations. Although a direct comparison of this work to our experiments is difficult because we are studying proteins, the idea that this tail may be the result of incomplete desolvation when ions enter the capillary-skimmer region of the source can be applied to our study. Thermally induced dissociation by Rockwood et al. of myoglobin showed similar evidence of biasing voltage in the nozzle-skimmer region [8] . Increased capillary temperature heating resulted in increased desolvation with attenuation of the parent ions by thermally induced dissociation to eventually unresolved fragmentation products. Locations of "low" and "high" energy fragmentation. Overlay of FSD fragmentation for four capillary temperatures with "low" and "high" energy fragmentation highlighted with blue and red boxes.
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All temperatures overlaid Figure S6 . (c.) Locations of "low" and "high" energy fragmentation. Overlay of FSD fragmentation for the four capillary temperatures with "low" and "high" energy fragmentation highlighted with blue and red boxes, respectively. Wysocki and co-workers suggest that proton migration to the carbonyl oxygen of the peptide bond weakens this bond resulting in fragmentation [9] . Therefore, a nearby carbonyl can cause a nucleophilic attack on the protonated carbonyl carbon. This results in a protonated oxazolone b ion [10] .
D T H K S E I
It is clear that the influence of proton affinity of peptides amino acid side chain plays a role in determining the most stable location for a proton(s) to go [9] . For definition sake, the gas-phase basicity is the negative of the free energy change for a reaction while proton affinity is the negative of the enthalpy change for a reaction [11] .
The proton added to the peptide does not remain fixed at the site of greatest proton affinity prior to fragmentation of the protonated species because it can interchange with labile hydrogens if the internal energy is lower than the fragmentation threshold [11, 12] .
Upon cleavage of a peptide, Tabb et al. noted that fragments may form a proton-bound dimer where they compete for charge retention [13] . Thus, amino acids with high proton affinities play an important role in fragmentation [13] . Johnson et al. have noted that the proton must move multiple times prior to fragmentation [14] . Relative shifts in fragmentation efficiency to higher collision energies observed by Dongré et al. were correlated with increased gas-phase basicity for peptides, with basic containing peptides having greater gas phase basicity than peptides without basic residues, confirming proton transfer [15] .
Basic amino acid fragmentation. In ubiquitin for example, thirteen basic sites exist (Lys6, Lys11, Lys27, Lys29, Lys33, Arg42, Lys48, Arg54, Lys63, His68, Arg72, and Arg74, as well as the N-terminus).
Fragmentation in the form of y ions was observed at the above listed basic sites except for Arg42, Arg 72, and Arg74, as shown in Figure S6b . This is similar to the results of Reid et al. [16] where they observed fragmentation after the basic sites, excluding Arg42, Arg54, Lys63, His68, Arg72, and Arg74. to a previous study [17] . However, we did not observe fragments at the Lys63-His64 part of the sequence.
For BSA, 100 basic sites exist, along with 17 disulfide bonds. We observed similar fragmentation as compared to previous results with all fragmentation occurring from b-type ion for the first 31 amino acids from the N-terminus [18] . The remaining fragmentation was observed within the last 87 amino acids from the Cterminus, even though disulfide bonds were partially reduced with DTT (based on increased charge states observed following reduction). Decreased fragmentation efficiency in the center of protein was seen as fragments are unlikely to originate from regions of the protein held together by disulfide bonds. Enhanced cleavage at high declustering potential resulted in fragmentation following four of the seven basic amino acids near the N-terminus of the protein. Furthermore, the mobile proton model offers explanations for the observed fragmentation of peptides that show that proton localization depends on the type and number of basic resides present, as well as the energy needed to induce dissociation [15] .
Aspartic acid fragmentation. Wysocki and co-workers have suggested common fragmentation that included selective cleavage data C-terminal to Asp suggested cleavage without the involvement of the ionizing proton [2] . Since the number of ionizing protons did not exceed the number of basic residues, then cleavage at Asp was preferentially observed [3] . When the number of ionizing protons equals or is less than the number of arginine residues, selective cleavages at the C-(O)-N bond adjacent to the acidic residues (C-side) has predominated [2, 19] . These cleavages have been shown to be induced by the side-chain acidic hydrogens of Asp (D) or Glu (E) residues.
For ubiquitin, fragmentation occurred following all aspartic acid (Asp21, Asp32, Asp39, Asp52, and Asp58) and glutamic acid residues (Glu16, Glu18, Glu34, Glu51, and Glu64), Figure S6 . The only channel with both b and y ion fragments intact was Glu16 and Glu18. Glu18/Pro19 was likely influenced by the conformational effects of proline as discussed below. In myoglobin, enhanced cleavage from acidic residues was usually observed following aspartic acid residues over glutamic acid where fragmentation occurred at y148 at higher declustering potentials or lower charge states ( Figure S7c ). Besides near the N-terminus, aspartic acid cleavages required higher declustering potential and were more prominent for lower charge states of myoglobin. When dominate acidic charge-remote cleavage occurred for BSA, lower charge states were preferred.
Proline fragmentation. In ubiquitin, Strong cleavage at His-Pro has been observed previously for ubiquitin [16, 20, 21] , and was also observed in this study. In ubiquitin, fragmentation was seen at both low and high declustering potentials at all three prolines (Pro19, Pro37, and Pro38). However, the higher charge-state ions favored fragmentation N-terminal to proline with Pro19 fragmentation showing the maximum total fragment intensity for the dominant y-ion fragment and complementary b-ion fragment at 70 V, where the maximum number of charge states were present (6+ to 10+). It was also observed that lower charge states of the fragment ions were more prevalent with increased declustering potential. A similar trend was observed for Pro37 and Pro38, but in these cases, 90 V offered the maximum intensity of only y-type ions where charge states 6+ to 9+ dominate ( Figure S6 ). It is possible that continued fragmentation in the source leads to lower charge states of the fragments that appeared with increased declustering potential. The total fragmentation intensity of Pro38 was >four-fold less than Pro37 (and 11-fold less than Pro19).
In myoglobin, there are four proline residues: Pro37, Pro88, Pro100, and Pro120. We observed N-terminal to proline cleavage for Pro100 and Pro120 only at high declustering potentials (the area of the amino acid sequence where the other two prolines reside are sections with no cleavage observed). Isoleucine and histidine were present in the Xxx-Pro N-terminal cleavage position in Pro100 and Pro120, respectively, consistent with In BSA, fragmentation was only observed N-terminal to Leu539-Pro540 following the loss of neutral water molecule, at higher declustering potentials.
Details on dominant internal fragmentation with funnel-skimmer dissociation aids in protein identification specificity. When searching for internal fragments, we found that it is possible to identify many mass redundancies for a particular fragment mass since many internal fragment sequences may produce the same mass, depending on the size of the protein and having the same amino acid close in the sequence. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to know which internal fragment sequence corresponds to the correct fragment mass. For ubiquitin there are 431 potential b, y, and their losses of neutral ions. With yb-internal fragments included in the search, there are 3132 possible fragments. With ya-and yb-internal fragments, along with a-type fragments and neutral losses included in searches, there are 6051 possible fragments. Therefore, the chances for incorrect fragment matches drastically increase, especially due to the number of redundant fragment masses that can be matched.
Also, errors were calculated for MS 2 fragments for real versus experimental masses. Errors were typically <10 ppm for internally calibrated data (a majority were <5 ppm) and for external experimentally calibrated data only errors were <75 ppm but typically <25 ppm. RMS calculations were done as well and depending on the MS 2 tolerance allowed the errors were <50 ppm (0.3 Da allowed), <10 ppm (0.05 Da allowed), and ~1 ppm (0.01 Da allowed). For ubiquitin for example, see Table S1 . 
